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Technical details

Country of Manufacture  Germany

Manufacturer Lichtlauf

Designer Christoph Matthias

Year of design 2019

protection IP20

Scope of delivery LED

voltage suitability 230 - 240 Volt

Diameter in cm 80

material copper, steel

cable color transparent

height adjustment height determinable

Wattage 12 W

LED inclusive

Colour Rendering Index 90

Color temperature in Kelvin 3,000 warm white

pendulum length 250 cm

Dimensions H 50 cm | Ø 80 cm

Description

The SirSimon by Lichtlauf floats in space like a three-dimensional free sketch.
Each lamp consists of about 80 metres of copper wire, which is formed into a
volume by hand and soldered. This special manufacturing process makes each
SirSimon unique. The coating combines the structure into a luminous cloud.
Part of the light of this light sculpture is emitted powerfully downwards, the
rest is gently distributed upwards. The SirSimon pendant luminaire is perfectly
suitable for glare-free illumination of tables, but also as a light sculpture in
many other areas. The integrated LED with an output of 12 watts has a colour
temperature of 3,000 Kelvin. The light of the integrated LED is characterised by
very good colour rendering with a high colour rendering index of Ra 90. This
height-adjustable LED lamp is available in white coated and silver tinned
finishes. This handcrafted light sculpture is approx. 50 cm high, has a diameter
of approx. 60 cm to 80 cm and has a maximum pendant length of 250 cm.
Special sizes and colours are available on request. In addition, the SirSimon is
also available in other pendulum lengths (up to a maximum of 700 cm) on
request.
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